
Free 5 day fitness reset 

challenge

Day 5 Workout



Days 1-5 Warmup Visual Guide
Do this same warm up every day this week

before the workout. 
Do each warm up exercise for 1 minute

Jumping Jacks

Opposite Toe

Touch

Modify by stepping out

instead of jumping

Remember to engage

your core by pulling your

naval to spine

Bend from side to side

reaching arm up and over

alternate sides

Side Bends



Workout day 5

Squat Punch

Inch Worms

Squat low and as you

stand shift your weight to

one side and punch out as

shown. Return to squat

and repeat on the other

side. This is one rep. 

*Modify by not

punching*Intensify by

holding dumbbells 

Bend forward and walk

your hands out to a plank

position. Inch hands as far

forward as you can and

then walk your feet to

meet your hands. This is

one rep. *Modify by not

extending hands and

keeping them under your

shoulder in a plank

position. *Intensify by

doing a pushup before

walking your feet to meet

your hands. 



Workout Day 5

Side Plank Hip

Lifts 

Start on your side with

shoulder over elbow as

shown and hips on the

floor. Raise hips as high as

possible and return to start.

Repeat for the prescribed

reps then repeat on other

side. *Modify by holding

side elbow plank for 30

seconds and not raising

and lowering hips. *Intensify

and raise top leg off of the

other leg and hover it for

the prescribed reps. 

Start in a down dog

position as shown. Without

bending elbows drop

knees to hover about an

inch off the ground and

hold for a count of 10.

Return to start. This is one

rep. *Modify and leave out

the knee tuck and hold

down dog for 30 seconds

then come down to rest.

Repeat for prescribed reps.

*Intensify and hold each

knee tuck for a count of 30.

Down Dog Knee

Tucks



workout day 5
Pilates leg lifts

Balance on your

tailbone arms

extended in front and

legs extended as

shown. Bring arms to

right hip as your left

leg lowers. Do not

allow legs to touch the

floor. Return to starting

position. Repeat on the

other side. This is one

rep.  *Modify and keep

your knees bent the

whole time *Intensify

and hold a dumbbell

Jump Shuffles 

*Cardio Blast 

*Optional 

 

For maximum fat

burning results do this

cardio blaster for 1

minute after each

completed circuit. 

 

Start in a squat

position and jump

forward as far and high

as you can landing in a

squat position. Shuffle

in reverse back to start.

Repeat for prescribed

reps. 



Cool/Down and Stretch Day1-5 
 Hold each stretch as shown for 1 minute 

Forward

Fold/Hamstring

Stretch 

 

Quad Stretch

Laying twist

Do this cool down after evert workout this week.



Congrats Rockstar!  You have completed your FREE 5

Day Fitness Reset Challenge and I am so proud of your

commitment to your health and fitness!!  Don't forget to

tally your points and email me your totals! Then post for

the crew in our Facebook group and share your success! 

Continued....  



I want to help you reach your goals!

Join me for my Fit5 Guide! A complete 5 week

transformation program!  You will get 5 weeks of

workouts AND my Fit5 Complete Fat Burning

Nutrition Guide for less than $1.50 a day! Copy and

paste the link below into your browser and enter

Coupon Code CHALLENGE for an additional $10 off!

https://app.moonclerk.com/pay/31uuqequvkgm


